In English we can:

As Computer Users we can:

- write non chronological geographical
reports.
- write stories set in an imaginary world

-search and find information effectively online.
-use advanced search techniques to refine searches

As Scientists we can:
- compare and group together everyday, materials
on the basis of their properties, including,
hardness and transparency
- give reasons based on evidence for comparative
and fair test for the particular uses of everyday
materials including metals wood and plastic

From Caves to Canada
Year 5
Spring 1
Would you rather live in a
cave or an igloo?

As Historians we can:
- learn about Neolithic hunter Gatherers and early
famers in the Stone Age
- find out about the transition to the Bronze Age
and the changes it brought about
- learn about the Iron Age and daily life skills
- make comparisons between historical periods,
explaining things that have changed and things that
have stayed the same.

-

In Geography we can:
-

In PSHE we can:
-identify the difference
between rights and
responsibilities and the impact
they can have on the rest of
the world.

-

As Mathematicians we can:

-

-

-

-can measure accurately
-can work out time and
temperature differences

Thinkers Keys
The prediction, the
alternative, the reverse

Key Learning Skills
Collaborating, investigating, researching, logical thinking, creating new
knowledge, reflecting, making connections

collect information about a place and
use it in a report
find possible answers to our own
geographical questions
plan a journey to Canada taking account
of distance and time
explain how a location fits into its wider
geographical location
explain what a place might be like in the
future taking account of issues
impacting on human features
name and locate many of the worlds
mountain regions on maps
locate the USA and Canada on a world
map and Atlas

